Leopards Homework Grid
Term 1
Can we always believe what we are told?
These are optional activities but we hope you try 1 or 2 this term.
Please bring in or practise for the WC 17th October

Create

Observe and explore

With a family member at home teach

Draw and design your own Greek pot on

Predict some sounds that you think you

some of the footwork we have been
working on in PE and get them to mirror
your movements. Take pictures or a

paper. Think about activities the ancient
Greeks used to do and add these to your
pots.

Move

little video to show you both mirroring
each other’s footwork.

Add colour and be able to discuss how your
pot would help people to learn more about
the ancient Greeks.

may hear around your home and
community. Write these down, then visit
these places and write down what you
can hear at the locations. Compare if
your predictions matched what you could
hear. Were there any surprises?

Talk

Make

Question

We have spoken about the laws and

Thinking about our science topic sound, do

We have looked at a lot of different

different ways of life in ancient Greek
city-states Athens and Sparta.

you think there is a good material that
could block out sound?

myths and discussed how these are not
actually real events but created in

Talk to an adult and discuss if you think it
would have been better to have grown up in

Investigate with different materials at
home to discover which material blocks the

Athens or in Sparta. Be ready to talk about

sound better. Then try and create a pair of

Greeks did believe in these myths and

the conversation and reasons why you

headphones using that material that you

why they were so important to them?

prefer one city-state to the other.

can share with the class.

ancient Greek times.
Can you write reasons why the ancient

